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MIGuP-Kuala Lumpur Abstract 
Abstract 
There are many web sites provide information about map for certain places in 
Malaysia. However, from the study I have done, there is no significant number shown 
that any of the website provide service on Palm. This study has been the idea to 
develop a website or more accurately a web clipping solution for Map Interactive 
using Palm-Kuala Lumpur (MlGuP). 
Before developing MIGuP, several subject keywords related to the project have been 
covered. Among the ubject keywords are map, int ractive and Palm device. 
Di cussion with my supervisor ik Rafidah Mohd Nor ha been carried out to 
under rand the current requirement and de ired tern to be developed. 
Ml uP c ntain tw main rn dule that are er M ule and Admini rrator M dule. 
er Module will di pla inf rmati n t cli nt r u r. The dmini trar r M dule 
maintain the Ml uP rem to make ure the ervice are available at an time. 
Ml uP will be de el ped ba ed nth client/ erver architecture, which included web 
erver, databa e erver and d v l pment work talion. Per nal Web Server (PW ) 
will be u ed n the Mi r ft Wind w 8 platf rm with conne ti n to the Microsoft 
Acee 2000. 
t the nd f th project, MlGuP is expected to be an online interactive web-base 
t m t btain and distribute information dynamically within the usage of Palm 
device. The successful of MIGuP will widen the usage of the Palm OS device and at 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
1.1 Project Introduction 
Map Interactive Guide Using Palm (MJGuP) is a system, which is especially 
dedicated to the Palm OS band-held device (Palm) as a guide to tourists in their tour 
in Kuala Lumpur. In this system, information about Kuala Lumpur provided such as 
map, roads and transportation. 
Tourists can access MlGuP-Kuala Lumpur using their Palm device from any location 
and can easily make route to destinations. MIGuP al o can be acce ed from de ktop 
computer which it is made on-line. 
1.2 Project Objectives 
The objectives of rhi pro jeer arc: 
• T pr id facilitie f r I uri I to I care the attractive places around uala 
umpur, Int ractiv map pr vide map of Kuala Lumpur and how roads that 
linked the arrrscn I can ns, Thi will h Ip I uri I I manage their holiday 
and ea.rch the 111 t attractive places in Kuala umpur. 
• T all v int racrive map to be accessed through Internet using PDA (personal 
data assi tant) or Palm. 
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1.3 Project Scope 
Scope in this MIGuP project focus to area around KuaJa Lumpur. The scope of this 
project is small since Kuala Lumpur is center of attraction that has many attractive 
places. Therefore in this project, the system is restricted to: 
• Provide interactive map of Kuala Lumpur. 
• Provide layer that display roads linked to certain locations in Kuala Lumpur. 
• Provide categorized and easy to find information about any location on the 
map. 
1.4 Target User 
The devel prnent of MIGuP i t pr vide facilities for touri t and local re ident on 
earching the attractive place in Kuala Lumpur. 
1.5 Project Limitations 
In Ml uP, m unav idable c n train will limil ram cl rh y rem development 
pr ~ t limitati 11 are divided int three care rie , lh e are: 
• Area limitation 
The area f cu ed in the map i · nly around Kuala Lumpur. Area outside Kuala 
Lumpur will n t be displayed in the map. Tourists who want to search for 
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• Device limitation 
Palm has disadvantages compare to desktop computer. Palm has smaJler 
screen and resolution. The small screen limits the information display on 
palm. Palm as a handheld device have small memory space that creates 
limitation during system implementation and application writing. 
• Cost limitation 
Cost of a Palm device is too expensive (about 2 to 3 thousand ringgit), which I 
can't afford it. To overcome this problem, I will be using a software called 
Palm OS Emulator' to replace the real Palm device. Palm OS Emulator acts 
as a real Palm device in desktop computer and it ha the arne feature a the 
real Palm device. Thi oftware will be used in y tern te ting pha e. 
1.6 Project chedule 
Thi pr ject will b arried ut in tw ta re . Fir t ta 1e involve activitie uch a 
c ncept definiti 11, re ear h and literature review, r ·quirement and pccificati n 
anal i and the t m de i 111. Thi· first ta ze will e plain and chedule the pr jeer 
development pr c . ec nd ta ie is pr t t ping, inte iration and testing activities. 
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Task Name Start Finish Duration March 2002 April 2002 
ID 18-24 I 25-31 1-7 I 8-15 
1 First stage 18 15 
March April 29 days 
2002 2002 
2 Concept 18 21 ' ' 
definition March March 4 days 
' 2002 2002 
3 Research and 22 26 I literature March March 5 days 
review 2002 2002 : ,___ - 
4 Requirements 27 3 ' 
and March April 8 days 
specification 2002 2002 ; I analysis : 
5 System 4 15 ' ' ! 
logical April April 12 days 
' design 2002 2002 ' ! 
Table l.1 Project timeline for first stage 
ID Task Name tart Fini h Jun Jul Aug ept Oct 




2 Prototyping, 0 June 0 day I I 
incremental 002 epr tuber I 
and tern 2002 I codinz 
Integration and 10 01 - da 
te tin 1 
4 Docurnentari n 11 10 day 
L ctober crober 2002 2002 
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1. 7 Conclusion 
This chapter provides a general description about the proposed project. Statement of 
problem, project objectives, significance, scope and limitation are stated. Schedule of 
the project and its report layout are described before ending with summary. The next 
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Chapter 2: Literature Review 
2.1 Map Definition 
According to The Oxford English Reference Dictionary, Second Edition, definition of 
map can be divided into two: 
• Flat representation of the earth's surface, or part of ii, showing physical 
features, citie etc. 
• A diagrammatic repre entation of a route. 
The word interactive may be referred as a word to describe a system or a mode of 
working in which there is a respon e lo operator or user instructions as they are 
input. The instru lions may be pre ented via an input device such as keyboard or 
mouse, and the .fji cl is obs ' able suffi .tently r. -pidly that th operator or user can 
work almost ontinuousl . 
From the definiti n given ab ve, an interactive map may be referred a map that need 
re pon e from u er, which there i an interacti n between the map and u er. 1 he 
interactive map it If n t nl repre ent the earth urface but can provide many 
la er that give more detail inf rmation ab ut the surfa e or locations. An interactive 
map al can di pla addiri nal inf rmation (maybe in text format) about the 
locati ns such a d criprion f attractive places and the culture of the community of 
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2.2 Existing Map On The Web 
There are many web sites that provide online map. Most of them are fully interactive. 
Stand-alone map system also available, which it is used for personal computer and do 
not have any link to the Internet. In general, we may categorize map into two major 
groups, interactive map and non-interactive map. The difference between these two 
kind of map are shown below: 
Interactive map Non-interactive map 
Need interaction between user and the No interaction between user and the map. 
system (map). 
Provide multiple layer for detail Only one layer. 
information. 
Provide additional information fr r places N additi nal inf rmati n. 
in the map. 
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2.2.1 Map of Malacca (non-interactive) 
Internet Done 
Figure 2.1 Malacrn web site 
Thi map i a non-interactive map. The map nly di play one layer of tare of 
Malacca. Ther i n ther la er that focu on di trict of Malacca. Thi map also has 
no information about Malacca it elf 
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2.2.2 Map of Malaysia (interactive) 
File Edit View Favorites Tools Help 
..,:..... Back - Favorites 
Address f. http://~ww.Jkr.gov.my/RoadM._::J -~Go J Links »j RoboForm » 
/ ""Y7 (1t. - Custom~~ ( Sesrch f - L_ _ _ _ >> 
f. 
Malavsian Road Mao 
Figure 2.2 Interactive map of Mahtysia I 
Thi web site pr vide interactive map of Mala ia. The 111ap ha tw layer that 
provide information a ut place in Malay ia. incc the map is interactive, it has one 
di advantage - there is 110 information about places or locations in the map. 
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Figure 2.3 Interactive map of Malaysia 2 
This web ite provide interactive map of Malay ia. The map i imilar to th previou 
map but it has information about attractive place· in Mala ia. 
Website: 
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-!JI ondy Planet World Guide I Destination Kuala Lumpur·. I lnif'' - ·----------~-----~-~~ 
... 
Kuala Lumpur 
In 130 years, Kuala Lumpur has gro\1\111 from nothing to a modern, bustling 
city of well over a million people. Superficially, KL (as it's almost 
universally known) may appear to be just another modem Asian city of 
gleaming skyscrapers, but it retains much of the character and local 
colour that has been so effectively wiped out in other Asian-boom cities 
such as Singapore. It has plenty of colonial buildings in its centre, a 
vibrant Chinatown with street vendors and night markets, and a bustling 
Little India. 
When KL does something, it likes to do it big. The twin Petronas Towers 
skyscrapers - the tallest building in the world - dominate the skyline. 
while in Merdeh Square stands 95m (312ft) fl gpol . D spit th 
economic crisi , Ku I Lumpur is currently the sit of I rg -scale 
,..J,.., ..... 1 ... ----• .•• :•i... .......... 1- • , ..J ... - ........ -- ,.. --·., I IC"IO'O ;11;..., .... ,...;.,, ,.._ •L.. .... 
Internet 
Figure 2.4 Information about Kuala Lumpur 
~~~~~~...J.gjj! 
File Edit View Favorites Tools Help • 
~Back • ... • I ffi ~ / ~Search [ijFavorites j ;;. • ij li!J • E> [i] r;J > 
~ddress, -~~YP;~.c:~/~e~t~i::/so~;_:~;t_;ia/~Jumpu~:!] ~Go j Links »I RoboForm > 
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2.3 MIGuP System Approach 
In the MIGuP system, I am choosing Kuala Lumpur area as a fully interactive map. 
This map provides many layer for a user to track on attractive places in Klang Valley. 
The map also provides additional information about attractive places in Kuala 
Lwnpur. This will help tourists to know places in the map. MlGuP will be a user- 
friendly system, which anyone can use it. Major advantage of MJGuP is that the 
system can be accessed using Palm device - provide wireless communication. 
2.4 The Palm Computing Platform 
Palmtop computer is a very small computer that can be hand-held and carried in the 
pocket. Palmtop ' feature a mall D creen and a compres ed ke b ard or a tylu 
to write on the Palm. There are two type of Palm, Palm that cannot acce Internet 
and the titer one can acces Internet either usin 1 cable r wirele technology. Mo t 
of the fir t m dels offer per onal rganizcr, diary, addres list and calculator. omc 
m del arc pr 1rn111111able and can upp rt Iii tran fer and u in 1 wirele application 
to acces the lntemet or f r c mmunicarion use. 
2.4. l Ten Reasons to Use Palm Device 
I) The de facto standard 
With over _Q million Palm OS®Powered devices in the market the Palm OS has 
outsold its nearest competitor by more than eight to one and has 90% US and 72% 
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2) A wide variety of devices to choose from with prices for any budget 
A wide variety of devices to choose from with prices for any budget. From 
handheld to smart phones to all-in-one communicators Palm OS Powered devices 
come in all sizes and start at just $99. 
3) The most software 
You wouldn't buy a PC that didn't have lots of software that runs on it and the 
same should be true for a handheld. With the over 191,000 registered PaJm OS 
developers working on new programs you' 11 have the software you need both now 
and in the future. 
4) Easy to use where you are 
The Palm S wa built from the ground up pecificaJJy for the way a handheld 
mobile device is u eds that you can do what you want quickly and easily. 
5) Great compatibility with your P and your life 
The built-in Date B k, Addre Book, To D Li t, Memo Pad, and Mail are 
Intuitive and powerful and nchroniz with Palm ktop r Mier soft utlook. 
a ii view and edit Mier ft W rd and ~xcel file· with pr duct like Data Viz 
Docwnent to G 
uick ffic 
Blue Nomad W rd mithTM and uttin , dge 
hare video clip and image with M I PhotoSuite 
Mobile dition r acces A L Mail and AOL Instant Messenger with an Internet 
ac e a c unr. 
6) Long battery life 
Because it was designed for mobility the Palm OS uses power very efficiently so 
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7) Fast, compact and efficient 
The Palm OS is optimized to use very little memory. Programs take minimal 
space and can be beamed quickly through infrared to others. 
8) Hundreds of hardware add-on products 
Using SD (Secure Digital) Expansion Cards, Handspring Springboard modules, 
Sony Memory Stick, sleds, or compact flash expansion options tum your Palm OS 
device into a digital camera, MP3 player, cell phone, or GPS (global positioning 
system). Add wireless 802.11 b high-speed LAN connectivity, a wireless modem, 
a portable folding keyboard, travel guides, memory expansion, back up, games, or 
a dictionary and thesaurus. 
9) The enterprise standard that fits in 
Becau e of it low total co t of ownership and tremendou popularity the Palm O 
has become the opera tin ' y tern f ch ice for · nterpri e cu torner . f the U 
Fortune I 000 companie that have tandardized on a hand-held operating sy tcm 
91% of them have ch sen the Palm . Palm fit in with hundred of 
enrerpri e oluti n with man from lead in .r vendor like racle, Pere mne, 
Siebel, Tivoli, Lotus, un, and other . 
LO) The hassle-free "No-Brafner" ·olution for consumers and small businesses 
With affordable entry-level hardware devices, easy to learn and use software, 
ha le-free synchronization with desktop computers, and a wide choice of 
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2.4.2 Palm OS Philosophy 
The Palm Computing Platform has a lot to recommend it, but it can be frustrating for 
experienced object-oriented programmers. Programmers are limited by smal1 stack 
and heap size. The Palm OS is also very low-level, which means that programmers 
are required to take care of a lot of the overhead of working with system resources. 
This is especially true of the Palm user interface. In general, this makes for lots of 
developer time, fragile code (memory leaks and bus errors are endemic, for example), 
and littJe reusability. The Palm design philosophy is that less is better - smalJer user 
interface, tighter coding, and fewer overheads have given the Palm its success. This is 
one reason why the Palm OS is not an object-oriented ystem. Although the Palm 
keeps logical "object " in tructs, it is written in traighr , with everything that 
implie . 
2.4.3 Palm 0 Flexible Architecture 
The Palm plarf rm con isr f five primary mp ncnt : 
• Palm ftware 
• Reference hardware de ign 
• H t nc c nduir data s nchronization technology for one-button 
ynchronizarion 
• Platform component tools including an API that enables developers to write 
applications 














Onin Application 3rd Party Applications 
Application Toolbox 
System libraries 
Hardware Alastractioa layer 1 Event MaMglr Slffi;if ManilgBf Saund Managllf Motl1tmMa11 yr 
Devict Hardware lnl Party Hardware 
Figure 2.5 Palm OS architecture 
In Depth: 
• Device application uch a Hl M -ba ed web clipping application allow 
web ite to deliver com pre ed information to users in le s than I 0 econds, 
011 avcraa . Mo t of th· c de i · cached n the handh Id computer for delivery 
without d la s. And th l lTML ba e make it imple for ite t add web- 
clipping erv1ce . 
• Graffiti power writing flwarc all ws u er to qui kl and accurat ly enter 
informari n into their handheld devices. 
• tern librari s let d vet per· easily extend the functionality of the Palm OS. 
• An int mat oftware map of how the hardware works, the hardware 
ab traction layer gives developers the flexibility to modify the Palm OS 
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• Localization architecture makes it easy to localize an application by putting all 
localizable data into an overlay file. For example, adding German language 
support is as simple as creating a German language overlay file and putting it 
over the application. 
• The application interface makes it easy to access a function or launch an 
application by pushing a clearly labeled onscreen button instead of navigating 
through a menu. 
• Intelligent compression formats the most important information for display on 
a single screen, visible without scrolling. 
2.5 Overview of the Palm.Net ystem 
Before developing content and applications for the Palm device, it is u eful to 
under tand the wh I Palm.Net tem. The Palm device i ju t ne part of a y tem 
that delivers data wirele sly from the Internet I the Palm device. 
The y tem i de igned 10 work differently fr 111 a web brow er application running 
on a desktop computer. The Palm. Net y tem i de i ned 1 be 1 support accc 10 
real-time data, n t casual brow inu. Brow in' is po ible, but the increa ed co t and 
volume of data in lved with vi iting m st tandard web sites makes it impractical 
over a wirele s network. Typical scenario involve users accessing d1e following 
kinds of information on the Internet: news, sports scores, weather, traffic reports, 
driving directions, airline schedules and flight information, stock quotes, hotel and 

















Palm.Net data center 
Figure 2.6 Palm.Net network 
Figure 2.6 indicates the Palm device communicate via radio rn dem to a nearby 
BellSouth Wireles Data network base tation. From there, data is sent over a private 
link to the Palm Web lippin :r Pr x erver in the Palm data center. The proxy erver 
interpret u er reque t and passe them 10 other c mputer n the Internet, u in , 
randard HTTP proroc I , to handle as appr priatc. 
Re pon e are ent back t the proxy server, which communicates them t the Bell 
South wireless network and back to the Palm VII device via radio rn dem. 
The wirele radi link operate at approximately 8 kbps, so is best suited for 
exchanging small amounts of information. After accounting for headers, error 
correction, and other overhead, the effective data throughput is roughly 2 kbps, so 
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2.5.l Palm Query Applications (PQA) 
The primary mechanism that Palm has provided for users to interact with the WWW 
(World Wide Web) is the Palm query application (PQA). Palm query applications 
encapsulate locally stored HTML content, possibly including one or more query 
forms, through which the user can submit requests for information from the WWW. 
Returned data, called web clippings, are displayed by the web clipping viewer 
application (called "Clipper") that runs on the Palm device. Note that Clipper does not 
appear as a separate application in the Launcher; it is invoked automatically when a 
query application is launched. End users don't see the term "Clipper" anywhere in the 
user interface or user documentation, so you should not confuse them by using this 
term in your application documentation, readme files, or help screens. 
The Query Application Builder program that runs on a desktop computer creates palm 
query applicati n . Thi program tran fates one r m re page f HTML content into 
a ingle compact databa e (.pqa file) that me u er in tall on the Palm device. When 
creating the .pqa file, the uery Application Builder Iran 'lates HTML into a 
compre ed format. The lipper application work with thi compre ed format, 
rather than HTML directly. The rea 11 for this is that HTML is an inefficient format 
for the transmi si n of data over the network and storage of information. 
ompression minimizes the amount ofinformarion sent over the radio and reduces the 
ize of query applications stored on the Palm device. 
GIF and JPEG images incorporated into source HTML files are converted to the Palm 
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2.5.2 Palm Web Clipping Proxy Server 
The Palm Web Clipping Proxy server is a key part of the system. This server is 
responsible for accepting and responding to queries sent by the Palm device. 
The server supports three high-level protocols: HTTP, HTTPS, and the Palm 
messaging protocol (used by the iMessenger application). Requests using HTTP and 
HTTPS are forwarded to the Internet. Requests using the messaging protocol are 
forwarded to the Palm messaging server, which handles email communication to the 
Internet. 
2.5.3 UDP 
One way that Palm optimize the limited network bandwidth i to u e DP ( ser 
Datagram Protocol). AJI communications between the Palm device and the wireless 
network u e P. Thi tran mi i n pr rocol i extremely efficient and lightweight, 
resulting in the exchange of the fewest packet po ible ver the wirele network. 
ften reque t and re pon ·es require just a single packet of data each. Thi is much 
more efficient than the relatively verbose T P (Tran mi i n ontr I Proto I). 
Using UDP decrea e u r airtime c st because fewer pa kct are required for each 
reque t and re pon e. 
UDP does not normally function as a reliable protocol, however, the wireless 
connection between the Palm device and the BellSouth Wireless Data network has 
guaranteed delivery and reliability built into it via other mechanisms, so there is no 
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WWW requests that are passed to the Internet by the proxy server use TCP to 
guarantee reliability over the Internet. 
2.5.4 Compressed HTML 
Another way that Palm efficiently uses the limited bandwidth of the Palm.Net system 
is to compress HTML. Web clippings are rendered on the Palm device by the Clipper 
application. Clipper renders compressed HTML data. Both the query applications and 
WWW data returned from the Internet are compressed. 
When creating Palm query applications, the Query Application Builder program 
compresses HTML content and combines multiple HTML pages and images into a 
ingle query application. 
All HTML information returned to the Palm device from the Internet is dynamically 
compre sed by the Palm Web lipping Pro y server before tran mi ion through the 
wireless network to the Palm device. 
It's important to note that the Palm device acccsse tandard HTML data that reside 
on tandard HTML web server n the Internet. The compression by the pro y erver 
is transparent to the user and the web server on the Internet. 
lf a web page that i not Palm-friendly is browsed, the proxy server removes images, 
scripting code, Java code, frame , and other non-supported elements before sending 
the content to the Palm device. Additionally, the content is truncated to prevent large 
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2.5.5 Security 
All wired parts of the network support security via the SSL (Secure Sockets Layer) 
protocol widely used by servers and browsers on the Internet. However, SSL is 
impractical to run over a Jow bandwidth wireless network because it is quite verbose. 
Palm implemented a JeveJ of security for the wireless portion of the network that is 
equivalent to the 128-bit SSL encryption algorithms, but optimized for use on a 
wireless network. The wireless part of the network is protected by a security system 
that includes encryption, message integrity checking, and server authentication. 
Message encryption is done via an elliptic curve cryptography engine supplied by 
Certicom Corporation. Message integrity checking protects against transmission 
errors or message manipulation. erver authentication prevent the wirele s essron 
between the Palm device and die proxy erver from being hijacked or spoofed. 
2.6 Wireless Technology in Palm 
Wireless connectivity repre ent a quantum leap in term of hand held utility. To get a 
sense of the importance of thi transf rmarion, you have to go back r the day before 
dial-up Internet connections: Th difference between the fir t PalmPilot™ device and 
a wirelessly connecred PalmTM handheld is not unlike the difference between an early 
stand-alone P sitting on your desk and a PC with a modem. Since information 
management on the go is the very essence of the handheld, Palm has been a pioneer in 
PDA wireless connectivity from the beginning and already has exhibited leadership in 
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quickly became a trademark of the young and hip. Not only was the Palm VII 
handheld the first successful, full-featured handheld with integrated wireless, but 
Palm's Mobile Connectivity Kit and third-party solutions further extend wireless 
functionality to include most Palm Powered™ handhelds in many parts of the world. 
Increasingly, Palm is helping people stay connected to their information, whether 
they're across the hall or across the country. Today, Palm Powered handheld users 
can get connected to their information faster, and stay connected more of the time, in 
more wireless environments, than users of any other mobile operating system. 
2.6.1 Personal Area Networks (PANs) 
Personal Area Network link device within clo e proximity of one another (about 30 
feet); they replace USB cables; they're spontaneous, or "ad hoc"; and unlike the other 
type ofwirele netw rk , PAN need no intra tructure. 
Devices of all types, from phone and handheld to printers, and even h me 
electronics uch a TVs and tereo , are perfectly suited to the e hort-range, ad hoc 
networks-giving an entirely new meaning to the term, "universal remote." Bluet oth 
is the optimal technology for PANs becau e of its small chip et and low power 
consumpti n, and Blueroorh will become the industry standard for personal wireless 
devices. The Palm Bluetooth card, which wirelessly enables any Palm handheJd, 
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2.6.2 Wireless Local Area Networks (W-LAN) 
Wireless Local Area Network replaces the Ethernet cables that enable corporate wide 
networks. A W-LAN delivers connectivity throughout a localized site, such as a 
university or corporate campus, or a home network, by placing "access points," fixed 
base stations with a range of about 500 feet, along the existing infrastructure. 
Wireless LANs are the biggest and fastest wireless pipes to the Internet. In addition to 
corporate and university campus wide W-LANs, in the past year we have seen the 
introduction of the so-called "cafe" network, a new type of W-LAN marketed as a 
vaJue-added service in private clubs and in public venues, such as Starbucks and 
hotels. 
2.6.3 Wide Area Network (WAN) 
Wide Area Netw rk i perhap the mo I familiar of the three ince it's the technology 
behind cell phones. W ANs replace telephone wire . Today, WAN antenna can be 
spotted on r flop around the uobe. N t sire- pecific like W- AN , but multiple, 
incompatible tandards (TOMA, OMA, M) prevent continu u coverage from 
one geographical region to another. 
The WAN is what nable · people to ray connected while on the road. Internet and 
extranet acces that allows you to "pull down" essentially whatever information you 
want, email, instant messaging, "buddy chats"-alJ these are enabled by the WAN. Of 
PANs, W-LANs, and WANs, the WAN space is probably the area where Palm has 
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successful wirelessly enabled handheld, but most Palm handhelds today can connect 
to the Internet using the Palm Mobile Connectivity Kit and a cell phone as a wireless 
modem. Palm Powered handhelds can connect via the Mobitex, GSM, GPRS, PHS, 
CDPD, and CDMA networks. 
WAN 
Connecting to a netvvork remotely 
W·LA 
Connecting wirelessly to 
a wired environment 
PAN 
Connecun d vices 
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2.6.4 "Push" email and Instant Messaging 
The Palm Wireless Messaging Solution provides users of the Palm i705 handheld 
with always-on, wireless email, enabling them to send email and to receive business 
and personal email instantly and automatically. The device also alerts the customer to 
the arrival of email, even when the device is turned off The wireless email solution 
supports multiple industry standard protocols, and supports such popular email 
browsers as Microsoft Outlook and Microsoft Exchange. 
Business email is encrypted end to end, using a beefed-up version of Data Encryption 
Standard to deliver industrial-strength security. The Palm Wireless Messaging Server 
provides our enterprise customers with full "behind the firewall" server-based email 
capability. And with AOL's popular Instant Messenger, Palm device users can check 
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2.6.5 Wireless Synchronization 
Real-time wireless synchronization of data on the handheld with data on the desktop 
is one of the greatest benefits of wireless "always on" connectivity. Synchronization 
applications - calendar updates, alerting the handheld user to a change in the calendar, 
backup, and so forth - require a good deal of bandwidth, however, which means that 
they really need a wireless infrastructure that can deliver speeds comparable to those 
of a wired desktop. 
Since no such wireless infrastructure exists yet, and since Palm s focus is on 
delivering wireless solutions that fit within the existing IT infrastructure, developers 
are beginning by adding the highest-value synchronization capabilities first in order to 
maximize benefit. The first of these is email synchronization, introduced with the 
Palm i705 handheld. This feature notifies the user of new email at virtually the same 
time it arrive on your desktop. By the end of 2002, Palm handheld will add real-time 
calendar synchronization and automatically provide alerts to reflect calendar and 
appointment change . 
2.6.6 The Evolution of Wireless ecurity 
Palm has selected the D S security protocol because - it produces the best mobile 
experience within the wireless infrastructure as it currently exists. At the time being 
SSL encryption is not appropriate for wireless handheld use due to the slow 
transmission rates of today's WAN networks. As 2.5 and 3G networks evolve, and as 
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protocols available today for the desktop will become appropriate in the wireless 
world and will be adopted at that time. 
2.6.7 A Word About VPNs 
Many enterprises are turning to the Virtual Private Network (VPN) as a way to ensure 
that different types of devices have the same secure access to intranet and extranet 
resources and data. A VPN may be launched in any of the three wireless 
environments, PAN, LAN, or WAN. In some cases, a VPN may not be required to 
reach the Internet or certain "public" portions of the network, but may be required to 
access a proprietary intranet or other private services. 
That being the case, why has Palm chosen not to incorporate a VPN into the Palm 0 
when other platforms do? Unfortunately, from the customer's perspective, one size of 
VPN doe not fit all. There are probably a couple of dozen different flavors of VPNs 
out there each of which was designed to work with a different VPN gateway. So the 
VPN that's right for a particular rganizan n will depend on the IT environment. 
That s why Palm has refrained from stuffing a VPN that might n t work in your IT 
environment onto the Palm OS. Instead, Palm has incorporated security architecture 
into the OS and allows you to select the appropriate VPN solution for your network 
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2.6.8 Next-generation Wireless 
Higher network speeds, increased bandwidth and enhanced processing power will 
enable a host of new capabilities and applications, especially for the enterprise, and 
Palm has already begun executing on its wireless strategy to take advantage of the 
improved wireless environment. In January 2002, Palm introduced the Palm i705 
handheld, the only wireless handheld solution in the marketplace today that integrates 
secure, always-on "push" email with full-featured Personal lnfonnation Management 
{PIM) capabilities, web browsing, instant messaging, and expansion, and which 
allows the use of thousands of software applications. 
Along with the Palm i705 handheld, Palm also announced the beta test of the Palm 
Wireless Messaging Solution, an end-to-end Palm-branded, enrerprise-quality, secure, 
centrally managed solution for always-on email. The solution comprises four 
elements: the Palm i705 handheld, Enterprise Software Suite, Palm Wireless 
Messaging Server, and Palm services. Taken together, the e introductions marked a 
major milestone in the delivery f next- ieneration wireless products and services, 
combining all the benefit of Palm' unmatched wireles integration and 
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2.6.9 The whole Internet on a handheld? 
Microsoft OS based handheld do not offer web clipping, something that PC-centric 
handheld manufacturers have tried to tum into a virtue. The implication is that web 
dipping offers a somehow diminished experience. 
The fact is, accessing the web clipping version of a website, which is specifically 
intended for use in hand.held, is almost always going to be faster than waiting for the 
desktop version. 
How is this possible, when everything you read says that Microsoft is so much more 
powerful? The answer is simple: the Palm OS was designed from the chips up for 
mobile use. A page rher appears instantaneously when you are sitting at your desktop 
can take minutes to get to your handheld. And when you're using a handheld, even 30 
seconds can be a very long time. What about those claim that Microsoft gives you the 
"whole" Jntemet1 P -cenrric applications like to say that they're industry standards; 
you'll see the same page on your handheld as you do on y ur desktop. Well, that' 
simply not the case. In the first place, it'll take everal long minutes to download, and 
when it get there you still won t be able to see the whole page. Someday, it'll 
probably be good, but right now? Ir just doesn't w rk very well. 
But what about those great Internet experiences using Microsoft OS based handheld? 
Sometimes, "demonstrations" are conducted in wirelessly enabled environments using 
carefully selected networks or even 802.11 b (which, is actually a wireless LAN 
connection and not a WAN at all). It is not necessary trying to download the "whole" 
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2. 7 Conclusion 
Based on the review that had been done, the concept of map interactive and wireless 
palm device is become clearer. Various types of map are discussed and the 
applications needed for Palm device are explained. Wireless applications in Palm 
device also have been discussed that is the most important thing in communication 
using Palm device. Chapter 3 will discuss the system methodology and requirement 
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Chapter 3: System Analysis 
3.1 System Methodology 
According to FOLDOC, Free On-Line Dictionary of Computing, methodology is an 
organized, documented set of procedures and guidelines for one or more phases of the 
software life cycle, such as analysis or design. Whereas, Rumbaugh et al defined that 
a software engineering methodology is a process for the organized production of 
software, using a collection of predefined techniques and national conversations. A 
methodology is usually presented as a series of steps, with techniques and notation 
associated with each step. 
Process model is very important during the software development process or software 
life cycle. It can form a common understanding of the activities, resources and 
constraints involved in software development. When a process model is created, it 
helps to find the inconstancies, redundancies and omissions in the proce s. As the 
problem are noted and corrected, the proce s become more effective and focused on 
building the final system. 
People have developed oftware systems for decades. Jn the development process, 
several different models for ystem development have been used. For instance, 
Waterfall Model, V Model, Prototyping Model, Spiral Model and Transformation 
Model. These models provide guidance on the order in which a project should carry 
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The methodology or process model for MIGuP project is ''Waterfall Model with 
Prototyping". It is actually using waterfall model concept but the prototyping concept 
is added during the module development. 
3.1.1 Waterfall Model 
Waterfall model is a software life cycle model, described by W.W. Royce in 1970, in 
which development is supposed to proceed linearly through phases of requirement 
analysis, design, implementation, testing (validation), integration and maintenance. 
The phases are depicted as cascading from one to another, which means one 
development stage should be completed before the next stage. 
• Advantages of Waterfall Model 
rt is very straightforward and simple. Its simplicity makes it easy to explain to 
customers who are not familiar with system development. 
It present a very high-level view of what goe on during development process, 
and it suggests to developers the sequence of events they should expect to 
encounter. 
It has clear defined mile tones. This is very useful in helping developers lay 
out what they need to do next. 
It also delivers structured documents at each defined milestones, which makes 
the process visible. No phase is completed until the documents are done. 
It has lots of reviews and evaluations, thus, some sort of output will gained 
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• Disadvantages ofWaterfalJ Model 
There have little insight into the operation of the system such as how each 
activity transforms one artifact to another. Thus, it provides no guidance to 
developers on how to handle changes to activities that are likely to occur 
during development. 
Requirements must be fixed before the system is designed - requirements 
evolution makes the development method unstable. 
Design and code work often turn turns up requirements inconsistencies, 
missing system components, and unexpected developers needs. 
System performance cannot be tested until the system is almost coded, under 
capacity may be difficult to correct. Problems are not discovered until system 
testing. 
It does not reflect the way code is really developed. 
Real projects rarely flow in a sequential process. A working revision of the 
system is not seen until late in the project's Ii fe. 
Failed to treat software as problem-solving proces due to it was derived from 
the hardware world. 
3.1.2 Prototype Model 
A prototype is partially developed product that enables customers and developers to 
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finished products. Prototyping is such a sub process to develop a prototype. The 
objectives ofthis model are: 
To establish user interface 
To reduce communication problems and avoid misunderstanding. 
- To explore potential designs. 
To evaluate performance. 
• Advantages of Prototype Model 
To explore user needs. 
It is difficult to imagine system from the specification, prototyping model 
allows all part of a system to be constructed quickly to understand or 
clarify needs. It also reduces misunderstanding and identifies mis ing 
functions and problems. Prototype forms the basis for a written 
specification. 
To explore design. 
In thi model, design requires repented invesugauon to increase a common 
understanding f what is needed and what i proposed. 
To help in risk management. 
This model collect information (at a cost) and reduces uncertainties in 
development, it also reduces chances of user rejection. 
• Disadvantages of Prototype Model 
Time consuming. It is a waste oftime if requirements are already clear. 
Can be a high percentage of total cost. 
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3.1.3 Waterfall Model with Prototyping 
The software development process is not as linear as waterfall model, when errors in 
later stages are found, they are often need to feed back to a previous stage and the 
development is set back to that stage again. As a result, an alternative approaches; the 
notified waterfall that is "Waterfall Model with Prototyping" is chose to develop this 
MIGuP project. 
The waterfall with prototyping approach was used because if the process phases were 
uncontroJJed, developer may trash from one activity to the next and then back again, 
as they strive to gather knowledge about the problem and bow the proposed solution 
addresses it. Besides, it also offer a means of making the development process more 
visible compare to other models. 
The system consists of severaJ phases such as requirements anaJysis, system design, 
program design, coding, unit and integration testing, ystem testing and operation and 
maintenance. Each stage is "signed-off" when it is defined and deveJopment goes on 
to the following tages. There is a cycle among the tages of requirement analy is, 
system design and program design. These three stages are keeping looping if the 
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In this model, the fundamental development activities are: 
1) Requirement analysis 
Software requirement analysis defines functional capabilities, performance, design 
constraints and system interfaces. It provides the software designer with 
representation of information and function that can be translated to data, 
architectural and procedural design. This task is a process of discovery, 
refinement, modeling and specification. The software scope, initially established 
by the system engineer and refined during software project planning, is refined in 
detail. Models of the required information and control flow; operational behavior 
and data content are created. Alternative solution are analyzed and allocated to 
various software elements. This phase also helps the system designer to 
understand the client's requirements, analyze situation and identify ambiguities 
and omissions. 
2) System design 
Design us the structure, interface relati ns, izing, key algorithms and 
assumptions of each program component. Once the requirements are defined, a 
system design has to be created. The system design process partitions the 
requirements to either hardware or software systems. It establishes an overall 
system architecture. System design involves representing the software system 
appearances and functions from the user's perspective. The user then reviews it. 
3) Program design 
The previous phases was approved, the overall system design is used to generate 
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4) System prototyping 
In this stage, system prototyping allow all part of the real system to be constructed 
quickly to understand or clarify issues. The requirements or design require 
repeated investigation to ensure that the developer, user and customer have a 
common understanding both of what is needed and what is proposed. Besides, 
prototyping system information is worthwhile for gathering specific information 
about user's information requirements. The initial reactions from the users to the 
prototype were sought. TI1en the user suggestion about changing or cleaning up 
the prototype system, possible innovations for it, and revision plans detailing 
which parts of the system need to be done first or to prototype next when searched 
too. 
~) Coding 
oding is complete, verified set of program components. The programmer will 
write the programs based on the approved program design. 
6) Unit and integration testing 
The assigned system design has more than one program. The testing involves 
making sure that each unit satisfied its specification. When the program has been 
written, they are tested as individual pieces of code, which called unit testing. 
Once the pieces work as desired, the system was build by adding one piece to next 
until the entire system is operational, which called integration testing. Integration 
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7) System testing 
This stage involves a test of the whole system to make sure that the functions and 
interactions specified initially have been implemented properly and satisfy the 
specifications. Validation ensures that system has implemented all of the 
requirements, so that each system function can be tracked back to a particular 
requirement. Besides, verification ensures that each function works correctly. That 
is, validation makes sure that the developer is building the right product, and 
verification checks the quality of the implementation. After testing, the software is 
available for the users. 
8) Acceptance testing 
This phase tests whether the complete system accepted by the user or not. User- 
friendly interface is a main factor for acceptance testing. 
9) Operational and maintenance 
Normally, this is the longest life cycle phase. The real-estate system is install and 
put into practical use. Maintenance is correcting eITOr' and making adaption of the 
software for external changes (requirement changes or enhancements) and internal 
changes (fixing bugs). When changes are made during the maintenance phase all 
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3.2 Fact Finding Techniques 
In developing MIGuP project, information and fact-finding are done in many kind of 
techniques such as interview, observation, sampling and research. The objectives of 
fact finding is to develop a system that is ready to use within requirements. 
3.2.1 Interview 
According to Oxford Advanced Learner's dictionary, the term interview can be 
defined as meeting with somebody for formal consultation or meeting with somebody 
whose views are requested 
Most of the information that gathered in this project is based on interviews or 
conversation with people concern. The interviews were not strictly structured, of the 
kind where the interviewer asks all questions and respondent answers it. They were 
more like conversations where the participants talked and explained several topics. 
A few conversations have been canied out in order to understand the need of 
guidance in tourism. The respondents came from local and foreign student studying in 
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1 ) Do you know anything about Palm device? 
2) Do you have a Palm device? 
Figure 3.2 Pie chart for result about Palm 
3) Do you need a portable guidance in your tour in Kuala Lumpur? 
7% 
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4) How do you travel in Kuala Lumpur (by personal or public transportation)? 
50% 
Figure 3.4 Pie chart for transportation 
5) W11at is your major problem in Kuala Lumpur? 










0 Getting help 
Results from these interviews are indicate that most of the tourists need a portable 
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tourists also noticed that they are having problem in getting information about road, 
destination, accommodation, distance and transportation in Kuala Lumpur. 
Local residents (local students of UM) explained that they need some information 
about main road in Kuala Lumpur, as they prefer travel using personal transportation 
than using buses or taxi. 
3.2.2 Observation 
Observation has been done almost every time. For this technique, observation focused 
on city center area (around Puduraya, Central Market and KLCC) and the way the 
tourists get information about Kuala Lwnpur. From the observation, tourists are 
searching for information center and some of them are not satisfied with the 
information provided. 
3.2.3 Sampling 
Sampling technique canied out using Internet surfing. Internet is a major search 
engine in finding information required in this project. Some of the web sites that have 
been visited are: 
• http://statistics.gov.my (Department of Statistic's Homepage) 
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• hru>:l /asiatravel.com/malinfo. html 
• http://www.putralrt.com.my/index.asp 
3.2.4 Research 
Research has been done by reading some articles, magazines and other textual 
medium in order to gather information related to MIGuP project and as a foundation 
for the discussion in this project. Some articles from newspaper are: 
• Anywhere, anytime. The Star Tuesday April 16 2002 /IN.TECH. 
• Palm envy? Get a grip, fellas. The Star Thursday December 13 2001 I 
TECH.PLUS. 
• Deck the halls with iPAQ. The Star Thursday December 13 2001 I 
TECH.PLUS. 
• Question about Palms. The Star Thursday December 13 2001 I TECH.PLO S. 
3.3 Current Environment 
Before the development of this project, most of tourist gather information from web 
sites, tourism pamphlets and article . 
There are many web sites provided tourism information, but not all tourists get access 
to these web sites. If a tourist wants to visit a place, Jet say Bangsar, and he wants to 
get some information about Bangsar. Does he have to get access to particular web 
sites every time he needs information? Therefore, it is difficult for tourists to gather 
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The use of pamphlets is not very efficient. Most of the pamphlets are not up to date. 
Thus, information provided in the pamphlets is not the latest information. Tourists 
may get confused with the outdated information in the pamphlets. The quantity of the 
pamphlets always not enough for the tourists. If this happens, tourists will be wasting 
their time searching for the pamphlets. 
Tourists also having problem when make reference to articles or magazines. This is 
because most articles provide uncompleted information. The problems may occur 
when tourists searching detail information about places in Kuala Lumpur such as 
distance and transportation. 
Last' but not least, information availability problem may occur in a particular time. If a 
tourist needs some information after office hour, there will be no tourism center 
available by that time and this situation will limit the availability of the information 
itself 
Therefore, a system such as Map Interactive Guide using Palm (MIGuP) needs to 
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3.4 System Requirements 
A requirement is a feature of system or a description of something that the system is 
capable of doing in order to fulfill the system's purpose. It describes not only the flow 
of the information to and from the system but also the constraints on the system's 
performance. 
Requirement elicitation is an especially critical part of the process. It explains the 
requirement definition of the system. Requirement definition is a complete listing of 
everything the customer expects the proposed system to do. It represents an 
understanding between customer and developer of what customer needs or wants, and 
it usually written jointly with developer. On the other hand, the requirement 
specification restates the requirement definition in technical terms appropriate for the 
development of a system design. It is written by requirement analysts. 
The requirement for MJGuP project cover four main categories, which are: 
• Hardware requirements 
• Software requirements 
• Functional requirements 
• Non-functional requirements 
3.4.1 Hardware Requirements 
The client or tourists must be a Palm user with: 
• Palm OS 3 .2 or higher as computing platform.. 
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• Palm VII or modem adapted for wireless communication. 
• PC with Microsoft Windows 95 or higher. 
3.4.2 Software Requirements 
In the development of MIGuP project, I chose software such as Macromedia Flash 5, 
HTML programming language and Microsoft Access. This is because Macromedia 
Flash 5 easy to use and do not require complex coding and programming, HTML is a 
wide use programming language to develop a web based application and it is easy to 
use and Microsoft Access is a relational database that compatible with most of Palm 
device. 
3.4.2.1 Macromedia Flash 5 
Macromedia Fla h 5 is standard software graphic and can be used to produce 
attractive vector animation. The use of Flash 5 is to create attractive interface, 
compact and changeable size. Developer also can produce technological illusion, 
sequential animation and many more. Graphic and animation in Flash 5 provided 
high-class presentation within u er screen size. 
• Advantages Macromedia Flash 5 
l) Flash Technologies 
Flash provides a unique combination between quality, presentation and 
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development. The main key for user to experience the advantages from Flash 
technology are: 
o Speed - Flash graphic has been optimized for displaying graphic 
animation vector on screen in much better speed compare to traditional 
graphic engine (Alias Engine). 
o Compactness - Flash's files are built small in size even animation are 
displayed over all screen. Flash also support-streaming applications 
where files can be played while system downloading other programs. 
o Beauty - Flash is designed as a presentation format. All characters 
and image's comers are smooth even when animation been displayed, 
this is because Flash has anti-alias. Flash also has graduate-fills and 
transparency for producing high-resolution graphics. 
o Interactivity - button object plays their role in construction model 
activities such as movement of mouse. This will give advantage for 
designer to produce more attractive and compact interface. 
2) Independent Platform 
Flash is an independent platform. Its vector format makes Flash can produce 
platform without any support from any external source. The features are: 
o Animation support - Flash support timeline where it can be to 
produce an easy and compact animation. By using Flash, designer can 
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o Bitmap support - Flash's feature support all JPEG (Joint 
Photographic Enhancement Graphic) and PNG (Portable Navigation 
Graphic) image and allow designer to make bitmap element available 
in data content. Flash also has the ability to upgrade the image quality 
or called interpolation. 
o Audio support - Flash format files support audio such as AIFF and 
W AV. Designers can insert some audio into the image quality. 
o Fast, compact and portable player - Flash player designed small so 
it can be carried anywhere to ensure browser compatible or operating 
system platform. The actual size for a Flash player to be downloaded is 
1 OO·kilo byte. The performance of this Flash player has been 
optimized for displaying static image and animation. 
o Drawing and corrections - Flash tools are a complete collection for 
drawing and correct any picture. Designer can import and correct 
image from high-end illustration program such a Freehand. 
o Multimedia support- Flash allows integration between bitmap image 
and audio. It can be stretched, replaced, deleted or inserted with W AF 
or IAFF audio. 
However, macromedia Flash 5 has disadvantage, it is its hardware requirement. 
Compatible RAM is important when designing and displaying animation. High-speed 
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3.4.2.2 HTML 
An HTML files is what web browser uses to generate a web page. At its heart, the 
World Wide Web is nothing but a vast collection of HTML files residing on the hard 
drives of computer spread throughout the world, and a transport protocol for 
transferring these files from computer to other computer or Palm device. These 
HTML files, in turn, are simply text files - files that can be easily read and understood 
by human. 
Web browsers, such as Netscape Navigator or Microsoft Internet Explorer, interpret 
HTML files in order to display web pages. This is the main function of a web browser 
to view page on the World Wide Web, the browser has converted the web page from 
an HTML file. HTML fiJes are different from other text files because they include 
special codes calJed HTML tags. 
3.4.2.3 Microsoft Access 2000 
MS Access is a relational database management system created by Microsoft for 
small office or home user to use for storing data in relational format. With data access 
interface paradigm such as Remote Data Object (RDO) and Data Access Object 
(DAO), MS Access can be used as a database in a client/server or an n-tier 
architecture system. It provides a good user interface with which to develop the tables 
and relationships. Creating a database can be done easily. 
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MS Access provides an exceUent development environment with many of the 
capabilities of Palm. 
It has complete guidance for developer to solve any problem. 
User can share information with other user. 
3.4.3 Functional Requirements 
Functional requirement explains what the system will do. It describes an interaction 
between the system and its environment. 
Jn MIGuP project, there are two major module User Module and Administrator 
Module. User means tourist that use this system. In the user module this system 
appears to user as a read-only system. They can read what is displayed on their screen 
but they cannot modify it. The administrator refers to developer or person who 
develop a system. This model consists process altering items or information when 
needed. 
3.4.3.1 Information displayed 
Information displays are information about Kuala Lumpur, which will display main 
road in Kuala Lumpur, distance between places, transportation, accommodation, 
services, attractive destinations and general information. 
The conceptual model of user module is: 
• Main Road 
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• Distance 
Distance between places will be displayed in this map. The distances are in 
Kilometer unit. 
• Accommodation 
Type and standard of accommodation will be displayed in the map. 
• Transportation 
Transportation information available wilJ be displayed in the map for user or 
tourist to visit their destinations. It covers kind of transportation, how much 
time it takes to reach destinations and its costs. 
• Attractive destinations 
Map of Kuala Lumpur will display attractive destination such as shopping 
complex and included short explanation about that place. 
• Services 
Services available in Kuala Lumpur will be displayed in the map. 
• General information 
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3.4.4 Non- Functional Requirements 
Non-Functional Requirement describes the restriction on the system that limits the 
developer choices for constructing solutions to the problems. 
3.4.4.1 Browser 
The browser that is needed to display the development web page should be able to 
understand Flash 5. Microsoft compatible browser such as Internet Explorer 4.0 and 
above can be used. 
3.4.4.2 User Interface 
A standard user interface across all web pages refers to the consistency usage of color, 
font size, position of text, graphics and also function menus. It helps users easily to 
get the information they desired in and out of the system. The user interfaces designed 
should meet its objectives that are effective, efficient user consideration and 
productivity. Indirectly, this also achieves the aim of being a user-friendly web based 
interactive map to user. 
3.4.4.3 User Friendliness 
A user-friendly web site should have a good flow of navigation. lt can help user to 
understand what is going about and navigate through the hyperlinks and procedure 
steps with litde effort. Besides that, it should apply the graphical user interface (GUI) 
approach for better visual effect to the user. The usage of suitable and meaningful 
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3.4.4.4 Reliability 
MIGuP should be reliable in processing the input. The system should generate user- 
friendly feedback message to the user in response to their input. 
3.4.4.5 Availability 
MIGuP should be available in every time for tourists to get information. It is also 
available for Palm users to gather information. 
3.4.4.6 Expandability 
MIGuP should be expandable or modified if there any modification about roads or 
places in Kuala Lumpur. Additional places can be inserted in the map if needed. 
3.4.4. 7 Security 
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3.5 Conclusion 
During this requirement analysis phase, the waterfall mode) with prototyping is 
chosen as the best methodology based on the clear development transparency and 
good visibility. This approach was used because if the process phase were 
uncontrolled, developer may trash from one activity to the next and then back again, 
as they strive to gather knowledge about the problem and bow the proposed solution 
addresses it. This model consists of seven phases: requirement analysis, system 
design, program design, coding, unit and integration testing, system testing and 
operation and maintenance. There is a system prototyping cycle among the stages of 
requirement analysis, system design and program design. 
Besides, interview, observation, sampling and research are techniques used to 
determine the requirements of the system or the users. Sampling and research are 
carried out by reading articles, books, dissertations and surfing Internet. Whereas, 
informal interview is done by conversation with tourists and local students of 
University of Malaya. 
Finally, rhe system requirements, which are hardware and software requirement, also 
stated out. According to the chosen methodology, the development process is ready to 
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Chapter 4: System Design 
System design is a process to convert the conceptual ideas from requirement 
specification in system analysis into more technical specification. 
A design specification displays both the physical and logical design of the system. 
Physical design is the MIGuP architecture design. For the logical design, 
specifications are on the system functionality design and prototyped user interface 
design. 
4.1 Existing Client/Server Architecture 
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Application components are distributed between the server and client software. In 
addition to part of the application software, the server also stores the data, and all data 
accesses are through the server. The presentation (to the user) is handled strictly by 
the client software. 
The PC clients assume the bulk of the responsibility for the application logic. The 
server assumes the bulk of the responsibility for data integrity checks, query 
capabilities, data extraction and most of the data intensive tasks, including sending the 
appropriate data to the appropriate clients. 
SQL is a standard used on the clients to request appropriate subsets of data from the 
server. Data returned from the server to the clients is manipulated by the client 
software for reporting, business analysis, and "what if' analysis. 
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3-tier architectures attempt to overcome some of the limitations of the 2-tier 
architecture by separating presentation, processing, and data into 3 separate and 
distinct entities. The software in the client handles the presentation (to the user) using 
similar tools as in the 2-tier architecture. When the presentation client requires data or 
processing, a call is made to the middle-tier functionality server. This tier performs 
calculations, does reports, and makes any needed client calls to other servers (e.g .. a 
data base server). 
Middle tier servers are usually coded in a highly portable, non-proprietary language 
such as C or C++. Middle tier servers may be multithreaded and can be accessed by 
multiple clients. The calling mechanism from client to server and from server to 
server is by means of RPC's. Because the buJk of 3-tier implementations use RPC's 
and 2-tier implementations use SQL messaging, a careful examination of the merits of 
these respective request/response mechanisms is warranted. 
4.2 Overview of MIGuP architecture 
The MIGuP is using three-tier web application architecture. Each layer is allowed to 
develop separately from the others to any degree of sophistication. The presentation 
tier is responsible to provide view, controJJer and model to the system user. It consists 
of palm query application (PQA), web clipping viewer and web browser. The palm 
query application is combination of compressed HTML content with multiple HTML 
pages and images. The Palm user will use the PQA to send query to the web proxy 
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clipping viewer. However, the users need to download the PQA from the Internet 
using web browser on desktop. For the administrator, he may update the map content 
or information in the database using the web browser via Internet. 
The middle tier, functionality tier processes requests from users and send back 
responses to the users. The web server is responsible to process requests from web 
browser and web clipping proxy server as well as in the form of HTML. The web 
clipping proxy server will response to the Palm users query. For the data repository 
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4.3 System Functionality Design 
System functionality design is based on the system requirements stated in Chapter 3, 
system analysis. In other words, system functionality design sketches out the system 
requirements in the form of structure chart and data flow diagram. 
4.3.1 System Structure Chart 
The system structure chart is used to depict high-level abstraction of a specified 
system. By using structure chart, the interactions between the independent sub- 
modules are described. A typical system structure chart includes in the MIGuP is 
divided into two major modules: user module and administrator module. Each of 
these modules is further divided into several sub-modules . 
User module 
. 1.!i:', ' ' 
'1Kuli.,_ Ltdnpur, 
1 r1tiery.~~\l:e,Map 
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Figure 4. 7 Structure chart for road map 
4.3.2 Data Flow Diagram (DFD) 
Data flow diagram is the various graphical models that show the boundaries of the 
system and inforrnation used within the system. DFD depicts the broadest possible 
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Symbol Meaning Description 
.¢ Any object in the real world, 
Entity eg. Student. 
¢ Labeled with a name. 
¢ Movement of data from one 
Flow of data point to another, with the 
• head of the arrow pointing toward the data's 
destination. 
¢ Top section is labeled with a 
unique number indicating its 
/ ' level within the diagram. 
¢ Lower section contains 
Process description of the process. 
\.. 
¢ Labeled with identifier and 
I 
data store description. 
I Data store 
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4.4 User Interface Design 
User interface is an important component for a web-based system. It is essential for 
the success or failure of a web-based system. Therefore, the user interfaces of MIGuP 
are design based on several considerations as stated below: 
• Creates the user interface that easy to understand and easy to use. This is to 
make sure that the first time user can handle well the web pages. 
• Design the useable user interface that reaches its purposes either in obtaining 
or disseminating information. 
• Provide the standard and consistent look for the application. The pages should 
design with a consistent page, font, color, image, background and page 
layout. 
• Design the user consideration user interface that provides appropriate 
feedback to users from the system. For example, the system should 
acknowledge the acceptance for the user's inputs. 
• Make sure aJJ user interfaces provide path for navigation. Do not create dead- 
end pages. 
• Ensure the pages are compatible with Palm devices. 
Designing user interface is not an easy task. Besides gaining the theory of design from 
the book, the experience in web based user interface design is also essential. 
The first step in designing a user interface for MIGuP is to determine the information 
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information in the standard and systematic way. Each of the user interface designed 
will be considered from the aspect of reaching its objectives. 
Logo 
Kuala Lumpur interactive map 
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4.5 Conclusion 
This chapter is mainly about the design of the proposed system. Some specific 
guidelines to design web-based system are discussed. The system design provides a 
guideline to system developers in implementing a system. Thus, a good system design 
is an important key to a successful system. 
The system design we have just discussed is result of analysis of the system 
requirements. However some requirements may be left from consideration 
unexpectedly. Therefore, the prototyping and incremental development will take place 
after this phase. 
After this point in the project, a prototype for the system will be developed. The 
feedbacks from users will be encountered and the definite system will emerge after 
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Chapter 5: System Implementation 
In the system implementation stage, the design model of MIGuP is converted into a 
workable software product. In the requirements analysis and system design stages, the 
blueprint of the system is analyzed and developed, however the software product is 
slightly different from the blueprint and the significant modifications have been done. 
The system implementation of the MIGuP system is divided into three parts, which 
are the development environment, platform development and system development. 
Besides that, the main problems faced and the solutions adopted throughout the 
system implementation phase are discussed. 
5.1 Development Environment 
Development environment is important in building a correct and efficient product. 
Using the suitable hardware and software will not only help to speed up the system 
development but also detennioe the success of the project. The hardware and software 
tools to develop the entire system are stated below. 
5.1.1 Hardware Used 
The hardware to develop the system are as listed below: 
• Pentium 11 266 MHz processor 
• 7.13 GB hard disk 
• 128 MB memory 
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5.1.2 Software Tools Used 
5.1.2.1 Software Tools for Design and Report Writing 
There are a lot of software tools available in the market that can be used to do the 
designing tasks and report writing. The designing tasks included drawing the structure 
chart and data flow diagram. For these purposes, Microsoft Word 2000 is used. 
5.1.2.2 Software Tools for Development 
During the MIGuP development, a vast array of software tolls has been used. The 
software used to develop the system is depicted as table below: 
Software Purpose Description 
Microsoft Windows 98 System requirement Operating System 
Personal Web Server System requirement Web server host 
Internet Explorer 5 System development Browser for viewing web 
pages developed 
Macromedia Dreamweaver 3 System development Source code editor 
-- 
Macromedia Flash 5 System development Movie and map design tool 
Adobe Photoshop 7 Edit scanned map Image design and editing tool 
Palm OS Emulator System development Test web pages developed 
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5.2 Platform Development 
The platform development includes setting up the Personal Web Server and Palm OS 
Emulator. 
5.2.1 Setting up Personal Web Server 
The platform for MIGuP is Microsoft Windows 98. Therefore, before the system is 
being developed, the platform should be setting up first. Before Microsoft Windows 
98 and Personal Web Server are installed, the hard disk is formatted using boot disk. 
After the hard disk has been partitioned and formatted, the following steps are done 
during the installation process: 
• Install Microsoft Windows 98 
• Setting up the hardware needed 
• lnstalJ Personal Web Server 
• Setting up Personal Web Server 
5.3 System Development 
5.3.1 Web Page Coding 
The hyper Text markup language, or HTML is the language used to prepare hypertext 
documents. These are documents to distribute on the World Wide Web and are what 
human clients actually see. HTML contains commands, called tags, to mark text as 
headings, paragraphs, lists, quotations, emphasized, and so on. It also has tags for 
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document being read to other documents or Internet resources, such as WAIS 
databases and anonymous FTP sites. 
In this MIGuP project, I used Macromedia Dreamweaver 3 to develop web pages in 
HTML format. Some of the coding is stated below: 
i. <HTML>HTML Document</HTML> 
Description: first and last line in every HTML document. 
Type: container. 
ii. <HEAD>Head data</HEAD> 
Description: provides descriptive information about a document as part of the 
header. 
Type: container 
iii. <TITLE>Descriptive title<ITITLE> 
Description: provides descriptive information about the document for 
displaying at the top of the screen, not in the body of the document. 
Type: container 
iv. <BODY>Majority of document<IBODY> 
Description: identifies the contents of the web page. 
Type: container 
v. <TD>table data</TD> 
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5.3.2 Macromedia Flash 5 Coding 
In Macromedia Flash 5, coding is not done manually. Coding during system 
development process is using codes that have been fixed. There are three major parts 
in developing Kuala Lumpur Interactive Map, which are creating buttons and icons, 
creating scenes and creating layers. 
5.3.2.1 Creating Buttons and Icons 
Buttons and icons are used in navigating on moving from one scene to another. 
Buttons and icons can be created through self-creativity or using button symbols in 
"Flash Library". Button that had been created initially in "movie-clip" format or it is 
not click able. It bas to be changed to button format by pressing F8 button and a 
window will appear to make the change. 
When creating icons, same steps will be applied to change it from movie-clip to 
button format. Buttons and icons that have been changed to button format will be 
placed in internal database called "Library". Coding the button using "action" 
command has to be done after changing the button format. "Action" command for 
button allow user to navigate or go to other scene when the button clicked. For 
instance, if a user at scene I and want to access scene2, the code are: 
on( release) { 
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To make a button or icon links to a website or home page, a function called "getURL" 




5.3.2.2 Creating Scenes 
Scenes are used to display the map or information. To create a scene choose insert 
menu - scene (insert<scene). To add a scene, user have to click '+' symbol at the 
scene window and a new scene will appear. To modify a scene, user have to choose 
modify menu- scene (modify<scene). 
5.3.2.3 Creating Layers 
Layer is used to store every pictures, or buttons in every scene. There can be more 
than one layer in every scene. To add a layer, just click at '+' symbol in 'Timeline' 
bar. Anew layer will appear on top of existing layer. Every layer that has been created 
will appear on top of highlighted layer. 
To avoid looping in every scene, layer in every scene must be coded: 
stop(); 
If there is animation in a scene, code for the layer is: 
play(); 
If users want to make movement from scenel to scene2 automatically, the code is: 
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5.3.3 Implementation on Palm 
The MIGuP so called Map Interactive Guide using Palm; therefore, the MIGuP 
system has to be able to run on the Palm OS device. I used Palm OS Emulator (POSE) 
to emulate the real Palm OS device and outline the system on Palm. The POSE may 
be downloaded from http://www.palmos.com/dev/tools/emulator . 
The Palm OS Emulator is software that emulates the hardware of the various models 
of Palm Powered handheld. It is extremely valuable for writing, testing and debugging 
applications. Create "virtual" handheld by running the Emulator on Windows, 
Mac OS, or Unix computers. 
Emulated devices can be loaded with new ROMs, so I can test my application with 
virtual devices, including different devices. The Emulator software does not include 
ROM images. It is like a computer without an operating system. 
To emulate any specific device I need to obtain a ROM image that is compatible with 
that device. Typically, the ROM and device must match in processor type, display 
color depth. Jn order to use some device-specific capabilities, specific libraries and/or 
applications may need to be present. For example, in order to simulate Palm VII with 
a wireless connection I need the Web Clipping components (usually provided as part 
of the ROM. 
When you pick a ROM image, the Emulator will give you the option to pick the 
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5.3.3.1 Installing Palm OS Emulator 
1) Prerequisites 
This section describes the software you need to use Palm OS Emulator. Palm OS 
Emulator requires one of the following runtime environments: 
• A 32-bit Windows platform: either Windows 95, Windows 98, Windows NT, 
Windows ME, Windows 2000, or Windows XP. Emulator is a multi-threaded 
32-bit program. It does not run on Windows 3. I, even with Win32s installed. 
• MacOS 8.6 or later with Carbon 1.2.5 or later 
• Unix: some versions, including Linux 
2) Using ROM Images 
To run Palm OS Emulator, you need to transfer a ROM image to it. The ROM 
image contains all of the code used for a specific version of the Palm OS. You can 
obtain ROM images for different. Palm OS versions from the Palm Resource 
Pavilion, or you can tell Palm OS Emulator to download the ROM from a 
handheld that has been placed in the handheld cradle and connected to the desktop 
computer. When you download ROM images from the Palm Resource Pavilion, 
you can also obtain debug ROM images. Debug ROM images contain additional 
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3) Loading ROM Images 
Because Palm OS Emulator emulates the Palm Powered hardware, all components 
of the hardware must be present. This includes a ROM image file, which is not 
shipped with the Emulator. There are two ways to obtain a ROM image: 
• Download a ROM image from the Palm Resource Pavilion 
• Transfer a ROM image from a handheld 
To download a debug ROM image from Palm, see: http://www.palmos.com/dev 
The ROM image files are found in the Resource Pavilion. The Resource Pavilion 
is an area for developers who have registered as members of the Palm OS 
Developer Program. You can find instructions for joining the Palm OS Developer 
Program at the developer site. 
To transfer a ROM image from a handheld, follow these steps: 
a) InstalJ the Palm OS application named ROM Transfer.pre on your handheld. 
You can use the f nstall program in the Palm Desktop organizer software and 
then synchronize with the handheld to install this program. 
b) Place the handhold in the HotSync® cradle that is connected to your desktop 
computer. 
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Transferring a ROM File in Windows 
This section describes how to transfer a ROM image from a handheld on a Windows- 
based desktop computer. Before proceeding, you must have the ROM Transfer.pre 
program installed on the handheld, as described in the previous section. 
If you are running the program for the first time, Palm OS Emulator presents the 
startup dialog box shown in Figure 5.1. Click Download to begin the transfer of a 
ROM image from a handheld. 
Palm OS Em1.dat.or · · .. · .. , .. ·\'<:/:.£'1~ 
E.isit Leave the Palm OS Emull!ll°' 
l r ..... , .. ~ew .......... ~ Start a new e-" .... or --~..;.....,. wJs1wrw!•w"l'r"l'M'b'~ II~ "'"'" lHY'll 
.Qpttn Load a previous etnt.4alor session ff om ci&k 
Qownload Download a ROM image from e Pelm OS ~ 
Figure 5.1 Palm OS Emulator Startup Dialog Box 
To transfer a new ROM image for Palm OS Emulator to use, you can right-click on 
the Palm OS Emulator display (the Palm Powered handheld image) and select 
Transfer ROM. Palm OS Emulator opens a Transfer ROM dialog box that will guide 
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4) Using a ROM Image in Palm OS Emulator 
Once you have transferred a ROM image to disk, you need to create a new session 
that is based on the image. To initiate the new session, select New from the pop up 
menu. Table 5.2 shows the first step in creating a new session for each transfer 
method. 
Method Used to Initiate ROM New Session Method 
Transfer 
Clicked Download initial dialog box in Click New in the dialog box. 
Windows 
Selected Transfer ROM in Windows Select either New or Close from the File 
menu. 
Selected Transfer ROM on a Macintosh Select New from the File menu. 
Selected Transfer ROM on Unix Select New from the File menu. 
Table S.2 Initiating a New Session after Transferring a ROM 
Image 
After you initiate the session, Palm OS Emulator presents the new session dialog box. 
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l"(ew Session El 
ROM tile ·· platform41_M5Q5_enUS.~om Tl I OK l 
Device · P aim 1Tl505 ·j Cancel. I •. 
Skin Generic ·I 
.RAM :size 8192K ·I. 
Figure 5.2 New Session Dialog Box 
5.3.3.2 Running Palm OS Emulator 
Performing a Network Hotsync Operation with Palm OS Emulator on 
Windows 
Users do not need to be connected to a network to perform a Network HotSync 
operation with Palm OS Emulator. This method can be used with Emulator and a 
single Windows computer. However, other configurations are possible. In general, 
user need these two: 
• A Windows computer running HotSync Manager 
• A computer running Emulator that can access the computer running HotSync 
Manager. 
The computer running Emulator can be the same Windows computer that is running 
HotSync Manager, or it can be a second computer (either Windows, Macintosh, or 
Unix). If you are using a single Windows computer, you don't need to be connected 
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IP address of the Windows computer running HotSync Manager for step 4 below. 
Here is the complete process for performing a Network HotSync operation: 
1. Ensure that you have the Network HotSync application on your emulated handheld: 
• If you are emulating a handheld that did not come with Network HotSync pre- 
installed (for example, a Palm III or Palm mlOO handheld), you must first 
download and install the Network HotSync application on the emulated 
handheld. You can get the Network HotSync files from: 
http://www.palm.com/support/downloads/etsync.html 
• If you are emulating a handheld running Palm OS version 3 .1 or later, then 
you may already have the Network HotSync application installed on the 
emulated handheld. 
2. Configure the HotSync settings on your Windows computer: 
• Right-click (use mouse button two) on the HotSync icon in the system tray. 
• In the pop-up menu, select Network to enable Network HotSync. (A 
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fie Link . 
::(law Log, .. 
Figure 5.3 Enabling Network HotSync 
3. Configure Palm OS Emulator to Redirect NetLib Calls to TCP/IP: 
• Right-click (use mouse button two) on Emulator. 
• In the pop-up menu, select Settings>Properties ... 
• In the Properties dialog box, click the Redirect NetLib Calls to TCP/IP 
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R~~ion--~---.......,,--~ 
Serial J;!Oft: 
!R port: No Port. ~---------...,....,~~- 
,Mystery: · · No Port ....... --~-------_...--.,..,i 
P Aedirectt:[etLib cals to h.ostTCPllP · 
' . ,· , .. I r:-···-oK .. -·11 . 





r 8iways save session 
r.' Ask to $a'v'e session 
t: N e~er save seS:Sion 
l:!otSync user name------- 
!Palm OS Emulator 
Figure 5.4 Redirect NetLib Calls to TCP/lP 
4. Configure the HotSync settings on the emulated bandheld: 
• From the handheld's application launcher; tap the HotSync application to open 
it 
• Tap Menu to display the HotSync application's menu. 
• Select Options>Modem Sync Prefs ... 
• In the Modem Sync Preferences dialog box, tap the Network button. Tap the 
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Modern Sync Pr·efer enc es 0 
•. ,. !)ir•ct to modem I 
Figure 5.5 Enabling network in Modem Sync Preferences 
• Tap Menu to display the HotSync application's menu again. 
• Select Options>LANSync Prefs ... 
• In the LANSync Preferences dialog box, tap the LANSync button. Tap the 
OK button to save the changed preferences. 
Lfl"ISynt Ptefer enc es 0 
"'* local HotSync I 
Figure 5.6 Enabling network in LANSyoc Preferences 
• Tap Menu to display the HotSync application's menu again. 
• Select Options>Primary PC Setup ... 
• In the Primary PC Setup dialog box, enter the Primary PC Address (the 
middle entry field): 
• If you are running Emulator and HotSync manager on the same Windows 
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• If you are running Emulator on a second computer, then enter the actual IP 
address of the Windows computer running the Network HotSync operation. 
Tap the OK button to save the changed preferences. 
Prnnary PC Setup ft 
Pri10ery PC Nome: 
Prilllery .-c fldclress: 
m,Q.9.1. ··-······· 
S8Mt Ma.k(optional): 
Figure 5.7 Primary PC Setup 
• In the HotSync application, tap Modem. Next, tap the Select Service button 
under the Modem Sync icon. 
• In the Preferences dialog box, tap the Tap to enter phone field. Jn the Phone 
Setup dialog box, enter 00 in the Phone # entry field. Then tap the OK button. 
Then tap the Done button. 
Phone#: Ql:4 .. .. . 
0 Oiol pref"IH: 9, 
0 l>is.Mecell1,..it:ln9: 1179, 
D UH calUng card: 
'~'"'··· """ .. 
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• To start the HotSync operation, tap the HotSync icon in the center of the 
HotSync dialog box. 
hd\@ Palm OS Emulator 
Last Ho1:S,11c 81t9112, 4:28 pnt 
u5i09 AT & T Worh1Ne1: 
I Local HIM 
Cii!.~.! ... i4!.~ 1 
[§~OJ 
(§)~ 
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5.4 Problems Encountered and Solutions 
A lot of system analyses need to be done on technologies and programming concepts 
before starting to develop MIGuP-KL. The basic knowledge needed as a foundation 
in building an application of this nature involves studies in fields such as the Internet, 
information system and research information processing procedures. The following 
are some of the major problems encountered during system implementation. 
5.4.1 Creating Buttons 
The term button is referred to map that are click able. Several steps has to be followed 
to make this map is click able. Initially, the map divided into several parts and every 
part has to be highlighted using 'Brush' tool. The highlighting process is a very detail 
process and I took too many time working on it. 
Every part has to be highlighted and MIGuP have over 180 maps. The solution for 
this problem is performing 'zoom-in' at the map to make it bigger and the 
highlighting process became easier. 
5.4.2 Getting the Right Map 
The second problem during MIGuP development process is getting the right map. To 
get the right map I searched on the Internet and no map is suitable in this project. 
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5.4.3 Using The Palm OS Emulator 
This is my major problem encountered during the system development process. 
Without this emulator I cannot test my map on the Internet. Palm OS Emulator is very 
complicated software and I have problem in connecting it to the Internet. Reading 
some books about Palm OS Emulator and some articles on the Internet solves this 
problem. 
5.4.4 Flash Movie did not appear in POSE 
After this system has been fully developed, it has been tested over LAN and Internet 
and this system can be accessed. The problem when it is access through Internet is the 
interactive map did not appear on the Palm OS Emulator screen. 
This is because the size of the movie is too large and Palm OS Emulator did not 
support animation or movie. 
This problem solved by creating a new map ( a non-interactive map) to aJlow Palm 
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Chapter 6: System Evaluation 
6.1 Testing Strategies 
Testing is the process of exercising or evaluating a system by manual or automatic 
means to verify that it satisfied requirement or to identify differences between 
expected and actual results. Many type of testing have to be done before the system is 
released to the customer to ensure that the system is developed according to its 
specification and every function is implemented in a program works correctly. 
The strategies used for testing are unit testing, integration testing, system testing and 
performance testing. 
6.1.1 Unit Testing 
Unit testing stressed on the components' function that linked the modules in this 
MIGuP system. Unit testing is done after every module to ensure the correctness and 
to find any error or problems in the module. Every module needs to be tested in every 
aspect such as error handling and logic flow interface. 
The unit testing in MJGuP is stated below: 
• Testing program codes. 
• Comparing codes with specifications and design to ensure every 
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6.1.2 Integration Testing 
When collections of components have been unit tested, the next step is ensuring that 
the interface among the components are defined and handled properly. The integration 
testing is the process that verifying the system components works together as 
described in the system and program design specifications. 
The bottom-up integration is adopted in this system. The testing begins with 
construction and testing with atomic modules, which have tested in the unit testing. 
For instance, in the map interactive contains atomic modules such as north, south, 
east, west and center. After the unit testing, this part of map is grouped together in a 
cluster and testing performs on the integration of these components. The similar 
testing is done in every part of map interactive of Kuala Lumpur. 
Figure 6.1 illustrates the integration of the components in MIGuP system. The cluster 
will be integrated into a big module after integration testing has performed on the 
cluster. The testing continues performs among the clusters to ensure each component 
integrate properly in the module. Finally, each integrated modules will be merged and 
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6.1.3 System Testing 
System testing is different from unit and integration testing. The objective of system 
testing is to ensure the implementation of codes with system design works correctly. 
System testing also to ensure the system works, as they should. In the system testing, 
every subsystem should be integrated to produce the entire system. 
System testing is viewed as an error checking process in terms of subsystem 
interaction with components including hardware. In performing system testing, 
usability testing has been done. Looking how easy or how hard users try to use the 
system application without training and just using the users' manual performs this 
process. 
6.1.4 Performance Testing 
The performance testing addresses the non-functional requirements. Thus, for 
MIGuP-KL, the performance test will focus on the aspect ofreliabiJity and efficiency. 
6.1.4.1 Reliability Testing 
The reliability testing done by testing the system on both desktop and Palm 
OS Emulator to ensure the system can function well at both devices. A same 
function for example, information about places will run or appear on both 
desktop and Palm OS Emulator and the result is to expect both send the same 
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6.1.4.2 Efficiency Testing 
The result from the efficiency to the system might not be significantly reliable 
due to its was tested in a LAN for the response time of the server. Although 
the web clipping application was tested over the Internet, but it is not the real 
environment it should be. The testing should be done in a wireless network 
because data transmission over the wireless network compare to wired 
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Chapter 7: Conclusions and Recommendations 
MIGuP has achieved the aims and objectives stated in introduction of the report. 
However due to the project boundaries, there are some limitations in MIGuP and 
future enhancement can be made to produce a perfect version ofMIGuP. 
7.1 Objectives Achieved 
This MIGuP project achieved its objectives after it has been developed. They are: 
• Developed a dynamic and interactive system successfully. 
• A professional interface and meets users' requirements. 
• Replaced manual map with interactive map. 
• Developed a complete information platform to be used by tourists. 
Information such as map interactive, interesting places and other services 
displayed to the users. 
• Developed a virtual guidance to the tourist in searching places and roads in 
Kuala Lumpur. 
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7 .2 System Strength 
7.2.1 User-friendly Interface 
User interface in this system is user fiiendly and easy to understand and easy to use by 
a first-time user. User does not have to insert any input and every button in this 
system is user fiiendly and unique. 
7 .2.2 System Reliability 
MIGuP system not allows any modification by user. This means user cannot change 
information in this system. Therefore, this system is secure enough and every data are 
accurate by the time it is developed. 
7.2.3 Ease in Navigation 
This system appears to the users as a compact and simple system. This is important in 
maintaining the consistency of the system. Buttons in interactive map make it easier 
to navigate from one scene to another 
7.2.4 Wireless Access 
As named, MIGuP-KL allows the user to access its information anywhere with Palm 
OS device provided there is a wireless access point. The user just need to download 
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7.2.5 Mouse/Stylus Driven 
For the user's sake, the MIGuP is design in such a way to minimize the keyboard 
input. Most of the operations are carried out through mouse clicks or tap. The user 
just has to move the screen pointer to the targeted feature and click the mouse or use 
the stylus to tap on the targeted feature on Palm device. The system would response 
accordingly. This will ease the user's task and save a lot of time, especially for the 
Palm user. Nevertheless, some of the input still required a manually input either from 
keyboard or using graffiti writing. 
7.3 System Limitations 
Limitations in this system are the factor that affect the success of MIGuP 
development, some of them are: 
• No real environment testing. 
The testing of the system performance was just tested on the Internet and 
never been tested over the air due to there is no wireless network for testing. It 
might be causing the actual response time is slower than the tested time when 
come to the wireless envirorunent. The intention of data losing might be 
increase if the amount of data is too large when transfer on the wireless 
network which rely on the connectionless protocol, UDP yet the testing is in a 
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• Limited support on Web Browser. 
The system testing is based on Internet Explorer 5.0. The performances of the 
system in other browsers such as Netscape Navigator have not been tested. 
Therefore, the user is recommended to use Internet Explorer 5.0. 
• This system cannot give the complete road map and information of Kuala 
Lumpur. There may be some places that are not stated in the map. 
• This system cannot be tested on the real Palm device to ensure it is working 
properly. The system just be tested on Palm OS Emulator and the feedback are 
not as accurate as the real Palm device. 
• This system is limited by time. For instance, a new tourism center or attractive 
place build in Kuala Lumpur, this will limit the system reliability. 
7.4 Recommendations and Future Enhancements 
7.4.1 Enhance Function and Scope 
As stated before, MIGuP only focused on area Kuala Lumpur. This scope would be 
enhanced to greater area including Klang Valley or Selangor in future or next version 
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7.4.2 More Attractive User Interface 
MIGuP can be upgraded by designing a more attractive user interface and ad some 
multimedia effect in the interactive map. Changing the map with more attractive and 
complete map also can be done in later version of MIGuP. 
7.4.3 Increase Compatibility on Other Web Browser 
To increase the number of user, the web page can be design to suit in other browsers 
such as Netscape Navigators. 
7.5 Experience and Knowledge Gained 
Throughout the duration of system development, a lot of invaluable experiences have 
been obtained. The most important is the experience of developing a system. The 
systematic approach has been used and practically applied in developing the Web- 
based MIGuP-KL. The systematic approach is embodied in System Development Life 
Cycle (SDLC) as what I have learned theoretically in my course. 
Developing an interactive map of Kuala Lumpur is indeed challenging and exciting 
experience. I have personally experienced the power of using Macromedia 
Dreamweaver 3 software that enables incorporation of advanced features and its built- 
in features into MIGuP-KL. 
During the system implementation phase, I have gained some useful knowledge in 
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hard disk. For the networking part, I have learnt how to set up and configure Personal 
Web Server and Palm OS Emulator. 
Apart from that, I found my programming skills have advanced a big step forward 
after I completed the project. Although I have experience in developing such system 
in HTML, I have learnt the way of writing source code in a better way. Besides that, I 
have explored the advanced feature such as building an interactive map using 
Macromedia Flash 5. 
7.6 Summary 
All in all, this project has achieved and fulfilled the objectives and requirements as an 
interactive Web page as determined during the system analysis. MJGuP-KL is not 
only an interactive system to disseminate useful information for the Intemet user but 
also provided information about Kuala Lumpur. 
The MIGuP-KL can be claimed as a pioneer to promote Kuala Lumpur tourism 
industry via the wireless operation on Palm OS device. This system will act as 
portable guidance for tourist to gain information in fast and reliable manner of 
network. 
The map interactive of Kuala Lumpur as the sub component of the MIGuP is to top up 
the value of the system by providing transferring data over the air on Palm OS device. 
Although there are a lot of similar system in North America (where palm.net services 
coverage), but it still can be considered as a contemporary effort to achieve the goals 
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Overall the MIGuP-KL has achieved and fulfilled the objectives and requirements as 
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USER MANUAL 
Chapterl: A Brief Overview 
MIGuP-KL is developed tom handle process in searching places in Kuala Lumpur. 
This system will appear to user as a fully interactive web-base application such as 
map interactive of Kuala Lumpur and some information about its attractive places. 
1.1 About the Manual 
This manual is divided into four main headings, which are: 
• A Brief Overview 
• Hardware and Software Requirements 
• Manual for Personal Computer User 
• Manual for Palm Device User 
1.2 Conventions 
A consistent typographic is used in this user manual for the better understanding 
purposes. 
Convention Description 
[button] Indicates the button name 
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Chapter 2: Hardware and Software Requirements 
2.1 Hardware Requirements 
Below are the hardware requirements to run this system: 
• Minimum 486 MHz processor (Pentium processor or above is recommended) 
• Minimum 16 MB RAM (32 MB RAM or above is recommended) 
• A SVGA Graphic Adapter. 
• Keyboard and mouse as input devices. 
• Modem/Network Intetface Card to connect to Internet/Web server 
• Minimum 16 bit color monitor 
• 800 x 600 pixels screen monitor (for optimum screen layout) 
• A Palm OS device 
2.2 Software Requirements 
Below are software requirements needed to run this system: 
• Windows 95/98 or Windows NT 4.0 Workstation. 
• Microsoft Internet Explorer 4.0 or above 
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Chapter 3: Manual for Personal Computer User 
Getting started 
In order to use MIOuP-KL, firstly you need to open your Web browser. Then, type 
the Web site address ofMIGuP-KL into the address bar and press Enter. The URL is 
http://migup.web MIGuP/main/main pagel .htm and the page below will appear. 
• Viewbymap 
• Viewali 
Kuala Lumpur General lnfohnaUon 
wetcoms To 
·-K~u~1l' a-lu~mpu-~-- 
""' t:XCITING PUJ ce TO Of!" 







Kuala Lumpur. the capital 
city of Malaysia, cavers an 
area of243.6 sq.km and has 
a population of 1.5 million. It 
is has a population of 1.5 
million. It is the seat of the 
Federal Government and was •~:u~~ 
declared a Federal Territory , 
on 1 February 1974. From its i 
modest beginnings as a 
small settlement at the 
confluence of the Klan~ and · 
Ji]oone 
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llN EXCITING .PLACE TO OE 
• Viewbymap 
• ,Viewa(i 
. In Kuala Lumpur, feel the heartbeat and join in the rhythm of the mettopolis. 
Tank up on luxury at world-class hotels, and pampering at International 
resorts. Wine and dine on food so fragrant and fresh. it'll even stay that way 
In your memories! The vibrant arid cosmopolitan Kuala Lumpur promises to 
unleash the shopper and sxplorar in everyone. Let your Ringgits fly and 
catch great bargains in return. Shopping in Kuala Lumpur is satiefactlan 
guaranteed, with everything for everyone. Kuala Lumpur's luxurious hotels 
and resorts will even shuttle shoppers to shopping malls, While other hotels 
snd.rssorts aro linked-up to prestigious shopping outlfltsl Shop till you drop 
and l<uala Lumpur's hotels and resorts will be happy to pick you upl 
Map of Kuala 
Lmwur 
Map of KL. tor . 
Palm De\lice Why Kuala Lumpur is an exciting place to be .•. 
Trans ortatk>n 
Accommodation 
Figure 3.2 MlGuP main page 2 
There are several menus on the left side of this page. The menus are linked to a 
particular page such as interactive map of Kuala Lumpur, transportation, 
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Interactive Map of Kuala Lumpur 
If you click on Map Of Kuala Lumpur menu, the page with interactive map of Kuala 
Lumpur will appear. 
IAC:cO.itmlOdation 
· • \118w by map 









Figure 3.3 I nteractive Map of Kuala Lumpur 
There are button on the map, which it will be highlighted when user point on to the 
map. For example in figure 3.3, center of Kuala Lumpur is highlighted when user 
point on to it and it will link to map center of Kuala Lumpur. There are four layers of 















. • Tourist 
lntormatkm 
Centte 
r 1 I~ Loo4I in11ene1 
Figure 3.4 Map of Center Kuala Lumpur 
The map of center Kuala Lumpur is divided into four parts to make it more detail. 
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Figure 3.5 Part of center KL map 
There is an arrow button [Back] in the interactive map to allow user to go to previous 
page or map. After user clicked on the map, it will go to the last layer of Kuala 
Lumpur map interactive (layer 4 ). This final layer provided information for attractive 
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r: r ~loco! ira~et 
Figure3.6 Final layer of mail interactive 
The buttons in this map will linked to a particular page to view its infonnation. For 
instance, if user clicks on button KLCC, it will go to KLCC information page. The 
information about places not only can be access from this layer but it can be access 












Information about places 
· Petronas twin towers and the 'kuaia Lunip~r City Centi'~ . 
{l<LCC) .. · . . .. .. 
The tallest building in the w0rld; the 
·•Petronas ·Twin Triwers;.is.a· commanding 
· sight To!}etherwith the Kuala Lumpur · . 
···City Centre (KLCC), itsymbolises Kuala· 
:.:Lumpur's anct·Malaysia's.rapid riseas :;f 
· developed·nation. The whole.site sits on 
'wtlat used to be the Selangor Turf Club 
grounds: ·The tO'Ners are awe-hispiring; 
· wi1h just the right combination of modern 
.arthitecture and Islamic desiqn. 
· .At\he base ot the towers, the KLCC is 
the newest .attractio·n· in KL and all or 
Malaysia. A public park and gardens, 
: wi1h a wading pool, Ms at the heart . 
Thsy msksa fantastic place to cool· 
down after going around the Suria' KLCC 
. shopping centre - THE sho~plng centre _ 
· ·boasting of the latest in fashion trends and designer labels. Y'.iew mapi!2 
~~'?~~~~~:.~,~to!,~t~.~'.~~;"s~~~~!~o~~'.}~: 
. f. l '!19 L~b;~at'llli. ;4° 
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Transportation in Kuala Lumpur 
, Main Menu 
. iraMpOltatk>n 
TRANSPORTATION IN KUALA LUMPUR ·.·. ·· 
Airport Coach Sdn Bhd 
• Hospitals 
• GoffC/UbS 




: I TAXI I 
Taxi services frorn I to KUA 
·' 
ActOmmodat#on 
-~-- - f f Loci!I Wranel 
click here for more information 
OffierSWcu 
PUTflA 
Prolek U1aha1am1 Transit Rlnaan Automatik IPUTRA) 
Figure3.8 Transportation in Kuala Lumpur 
This page will display the transportation available in Kuala Lumpur such as taxi, bus, 
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· · ProJek UsahasitniTranslt RJnaan Autoh1Mik (PUTRA) ·· • 
~he LRT System 2 known ail PUrRA LRT, covers a total distance of2s km linki~!( 
the eastern and western 'suburbs of Kuala Lumpur servicing some of. Kuala . · . · 
turnpur's.most affluent and heavily populated areas. It is using the Advanced Rapid 
Transit Mark II technology·which has been successfully tested and proven in North 
Am~rica and Europe with a Very high ·performance specification specially designed 
: to meet 'tha needs of Kuala Lumpur: . · 
rh~.total alignment which starts from the Depot in Lembah Subahg and ends at 
'Terminal PUTRA in Gdmbak is 29krrHn length. The construction was divided into 
two (2) sections: Saction 1, Which is from Lembah Subang Depot to Pasar Seni 
Station and Section 2, which is from Pssar Seni Station to Terminal PUTRA. 
Figure3.9 Putra-LRT information 
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http://m9u1l/web_MIGuP/tJonspo~otion/routemop.htm 
:'?~'~·-·--::-:---:;---::-::=:.---;;-·:c:;-:::'.-~---:::~---- --:---~-. -. - 
· - Section 2 Pasar Seri! to Terminal Putra 
(Compt«lon • mid 1999') 
, ....... Integrated PUTRA • KTM 
(Pending upon completion KL Sentral.) 
- lmegraled PUTRA - STAR 
' ...::::i- Unde ground Line And Station 
0 At Grade Station e Elevoted Station 
, I}) Park And Ride 
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Accommodation in Kuala Lumpur 
If user choose button (view by map] under the accommodation menu. The page will 
display a map that can be clicked to go to list of hotels in that area. 
Select Hotels In Kuala Lumpur by Locadon by tllcklng on the map below 
·~ • !19/f Ck.lbs ·~- 
~ , ,• rourlst 
"-.. \... .. ~i11ona1 
"'\._, ~ rary CITY CENTRE 




CITY CENTRE \) • Cenlral 
SOUTH • . Markel 
National ,,,1•1''' Chinatown 
Negar/ • 
Map of Centr; , stadium 
Kuala Lumpur ....,,. Merdek! • 
..._ stadium 
..,., Neg ra 
City Centre North 
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I user clicks on button [view all], the page will display all selected hotels in Kuala 
Lumpur. 
map11of KiJa1a, Hotels in Kuala.Lumpur 
li!lmppr 
···· · ' · ·· Hotels in Kn~~ LUJl\pi'ir Malaysia from 1"!::$98.00 . 
Main Menu Yistana Hotel Kya!a Lumpur RM$100 Crty Centre North 
l trilm~rtatlon CQhcorde Hotel Kl. RM$175 City Centre North ' . 
Ctown Princess Hots! 
Ac~ommodatlon RM$l50 City Centre North 
The Feideril! Hotel RM$150 City Centre South .. VleWb,k'.mB/1 • View all · Novotel Century Hotel flM$'!75 City Centre South 
Attractive sucesa Service A)Jartmt?nts RM$134 City Centre North 
Places palace of the Golden Horsei RM$380 The Mines Resort 
City 
other Senrlces Hotel t':HJlil~i! l<l:!ala LU!J'.!1,1\.lr RM$9B City Centre South 
Ho$pjt'1Js The Hotel C-apito! RM$130 City Centre South • ... i 
• I .. ·1if5o;;:r~· ~ -.,.....,. I • ifLooe1lh!r~ - - - ·,a 
Figure 3.12 View all hotels page 









Other Serv· ices 
There are four buttons under other services menu, they are Hospitals, Golf Clubs, 
Visas and Embassies and Tourist Information Center. Button [Hospitals] and [Golf 
Clubs 1 Will link to hospital page and user can choose any hospital and golf clubs 
displayed · 
in thatpage. 
Button [v· isas and Embassies] will give information about visa in Malaysia and 
infonn . . . . . 
atron about embassies. Button [Tourist Information Center] will lmk to page 
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Chapter 4: Manual for Palm Device User 
In order to use MIGuP-KL on a Palm device, firstly you need to tap on your browser. 
Then, tap on the open page icon and type the Web site address of MIGuP-KL into the 
address bar and press Enter. The URL is 
http://migup. web MIGuP/main/main pagel .htm 
(Ord Info Clock Dote Book '~ Expense HotSync 
~- ~ ;;..::,. 
Memo f>od l\lloblle Link 
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nterUR.L:· . . .. . .... 
~~fo;.(t.f P?. . .1.~1. IPJ,.1.Q~ll\:t~..M! .. 
§.4P./mqi(lfml!iri..P.Q~J..Mm :. 
~-·'······-·~- , · ,, .. ; , ,, , __ ,·, .. · 
•• ,,;,1,,,, , ••.••.••••• ._.,, •.• ~ . 
Figure 4.2 Opening MIGuP page 
This manual is very similar to manual for personal computer but it has a major 
difference. The difference is the interactive map cannot be displayed in Palm device. 
Palm device user must choose the [Map of KL for Palm User] button. Tap on this 
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Figure 4.3 Map of Kuala Lumpur 
User cannot click on the map because there is no button on it. User must use the 
button below the map to navigate from one page to another. The information 
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